
Heartbreak Queen
Count: 32 Wall: 4 Level: Improver

Choreographer: Kristal Lynn Konzen (USA) - May 2014
Music: Song About a Girl - Eric Paslay

SECTION 1: Coaster Front and Back, Side Rock Steps
1&2 Right coaster step forward (R-L-R)
3&4 Left coaster step back (L-R-L)
5&6 Rock step out to side with Right foot, recover Left, cross in front with Right foot
7&8 Rock step out to side with Left foot, recover Right, cross in front with Left foot

SECTION 2: Slide Right, Touch, ¼ Turn, Stomps, Heel Swivel
1&2 Step Right foot out to side, slide Left foot in to touch
3&4 Full turn - Left, Right, Left turning ¼ turn to left side to face side wall
5&6 Three stomps beginning with Right foot (R-L-R)
7&8 Left foot comes in to bring feet together, slap waist, and heels swivel out and in (accent on

&8)

SECTION 3: Right Monterey Turn, Diagonal Traveling Rock Steps
1-4 Right Monterey Turn beginning with right foot point out, turn over right shoulder (R point, L

out, Cross
5&6 Traveling diagonally forward out rock crosses, starting R foot out, recover step L, cross in

front with R
7&8 Traveling diagonally forward out rock crosses, starting L foot out, recover step on R, cross in

front with L

SECTION 4: Heel Pattern, Heel Slap, Rond de Jambe, Hip Bumps
1, 2 Right heel forward, switch Left heel forward
3&4 Right heel forward to up - heel slap with Right foot, slapping boot with hand (Heel, Slap,

Heel)
5-6 Rond de jambe right foot ¼ turn around to right
7&8 Hip bump right to pivot ¼ turn to new wall (9:00 wall - to the left of beginning of dance set)

*** Re-Start on Wall 3 after 16 counts to the same wall you are facing at the end of the 16 counts (3:00).
Second Re-Start on Wall 5 after 16 counts to the same wall you are facing at the end of the 16 counts (6:00).
These restarts occur on the second verse and what would be the third verse/Eric Paslay’s vocal lyrics. ***

Happy Dancing!
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